Let's begin by watching a performance. You will be a part of the most important group in the world of theatre - the audience.

In this Module 1 is a page entitled "Video Links." Watch several clips then select your favorite to complete the "Initial Audience Response Sheet" and submit it as an attachment. Do your best to answer the questions completely and thoroughly, and remember to back up your opinions!

Don't forget that play names should be italicized. Ex: *The Importance of Being Earnest*

Do not send me an email attachment. I will not grade items sent to email.

**INTRO TO DRAMA – INITIAL AUDIENCE RESPONSE SHORT PAPER**

**RESPONDING TO A PERFORMANCE**

**Student Name:**

**Title of Scene/Clip Viewed:**

Discuss the story that you saw. What happened? Could you follow the basic story? Did the performers make what was happening clear to the audience? What was your basic reaction the piece? Funny? Sad? Emotional? Etc?

What was the main conflict? Was it resolved?

Did the performers create believable characters? Were they convincing in their portrayal? What did you expect? Was the result less than you expected? Better? Discuss each character and make some assessment of his/her performance.

[Link to Video Clips](https://troy.instructure.com/courses/89808/modules/items/5094774)
Would you like to see this entire play? Why or why not? What is the major element that causes you to feel the way that you do?